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With NASA awarding numerous contracts to build commercial lunar payload spacecraft
and human lunar landers, the need for high precision navigation has increased. Traditional
inertial navigation alone is not sufficient to autonomously land a vehicle on hazardous
lunar terrain. Terrain relative navigation (TRN) systems have been explored in previous
research that exploit camera observations of known landmarks. Such approaches require
the flight electronics to correctly match features of the observed landmarks to an onboard
database, in the drastically varying lighting conditions of the moon. This thesis explores
the performance of a TRN system that does not rely on apriori landmark identification,
thus avoiding the challenges associated with landmark identification. The TRN considered
in this research consists of a star tracker, terrain camera, and single point laser range
finder (LRF). The terrain camera employs a technique called Visual Odometry (VO), where
opportunistic features are tracked across image pairs to produce a direction of motion
measurement. The LRF provides measurements of range to the intersection point of the
LRF on the lunar surface. Proper modeling of the LRF measurement is challenging and
depends on the altitude of the orbit and the underlying variations of the lunar terrain. This
research develops a LRF measurement model based on the line/plane intersection equation,
applicable to low lunar orbits where the perceived curvature of the moon is low. The LRF
measurement model is validated in a Monte Carlo framework during a Lunar Descent Orbit
with a powered descent at the end. The Monte Carlo simulation also demonstrates the
iv
use of an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) on artificial lunar terrain. The sensitivity of




Navigation Performance of Line/Plane Intersection Lidar Model in Conjunction with
Opportunistic Feature Tracker
Michael R. Hansen
With NASA awarding numerous contracts to build commercial lunar payload spacecraft
and human lunar landers, the need for high precision navigation has increased. Traditional
inertial navigation alone is not sufficient to autonomously land a vehicle on hazardous
lunar terrain. Terrain relative navigation (TRN) systems have been explored in previous
research that exploit camera observations of known landmarks. Such approaches require
the flight electronics to correctly match features of the observed landmarks to an onboard
database, in the drastically varying lighting conditions of moon. This paper explores the
performance of a TRN system that does not rely on apriori landmark identification, thus
avoiding the challenges associated with landmark identification. The TRN considered in
this research consists of a star tracker, terrain camera, and single point Lidar. The terrain
camera employs a technique called Visual Odometry (VO), where opportunistic features
are tracked across image pairs to produce a direction of motion measurement. The Lidar
provides measurements of range to the intersection point of the Lidar on the lunar surface.
Proper modeling of the Lidar measurement is challenging and depends on the altitude of
the orbit and the underlying variations of the lunar terrain. This research develops a Lidar
measurement model based on the line/plane intersection equation, applicable to low lunar
orbits where the perceived curvature of the moon is low. The Lidar measurement model is
validated in a Monte Carlo framework during a Lunar Descent Orbit with a powered descent
at the end. The Monte Carlo simulation also demonstrates the use of an Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) on real lunar terrain. The sensitivity of navigation errors to the availability
and timing of the Lidar measurements is assessed.
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NASA has recently partnered with numerous private companies to build reliable lunar
landers for a Commercial Lunar Payload Service (CLPS) [1]. NASA has also awarded
three companies contracts to build autonomous landers for human flight to the moon’s
surface. These contracts and other missions by NASA and private companies have increased
the need for reliable navigation of spacecraft. Such needs are not new, the Autonomous
Landing Hazard Avoidance Technology (ALHAT) and Morpheus programs were created
to aide similar needs [2, 3]. Terrain Relative Navigation (TRN) is a good solution for the
needed precision landing. TRN uses images of local terrain captured with a camera and/or
laser range finder (LRF) based measurements to estimate the current state of a spacecraft.
Terrain relative navigation (TRN) systems have been explored in previous research
that exploit camera observations of known landmarks, also known as line-of-sight-to-surface
measurements (LOSS) [4, 5]. These approaches have promising results, to the extent that
they have been used in missions such as Hayabusa, Rosetta, and OSIRIS-REx [6–8]. LOSS
measurements require, however, the flight electronics to correctly match features or markers
of the observed terrain to an onboard database, in the drastically varying lighting conditions
of the terrain surface [9].
The analysis of a TRN system that does not rely on apriori landmarks, a technique
called Visual Odometry (VO), has already been done, as will be discussed later in the
paper, but lacks the fidelity of LOSS measurements. This paper will focus on augmenting
the VO algorithm with LRF measurements, thus avoiding the challenges associated with
landmark identification and decrease the uncertainties of VO. The VO measurement tracks
opportunistic features across image pairs to produce a ’direction of motion’ measurement.
Although VO avoids the challenges of LOSS, VO loses the magnitude of the measurement,
which is what is meant by direction of motion. The measurement will not give the velocity
of the lander just in what direction it is moving.
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This research shows that VO constrains the velocity errors orthogonal to the direction
of motion, but does not constrain the velocity in the direction of motion. LRF provides
information in the direction of its bore-site. This is typically close to the vertical component
of the spacecraft and will constrain the errors of velocity in the direction VO lacks. The
goal with this is to guarantee a soft landing, even if the system had to reboot toward the
end of the lander descent orbit. To enable this robust performance, the kinetic energy of
the vehicle (i.e. velocity) in all three components need to be managed. This research shows
that the VO and LRF system coupled with LOSS could potentially achieve the needed
navigation for precision landing.
Proper modeling of the LRF measurement is challenging and depends on the altitude
of the orbit and the underlying variations of the lunar terrain. This research develops a
LRF measurement model based on the line/plane intersection equation, applicable to low
lunar orbits where the perceived curvature of the moon is low.
LRF has been used before to stabilize navigation with lacking data such as Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM) navigation. SLAM is a form of navigation where the
spacecraft has no initial inertial reference and is navigating and mapping based solely on
observed measurements/features with no apriori knowledge. Because SLAM does not need
prior inertial knowledge it can be useful in relative navigation, but it has an adverse effect
where it accumulates errors and has an ever-growing state vector. LRF can be used during
SLAM navigation to prevent errors from increasing scale uncertainty [10].
It is important to note that LRF is not being proposed as a way to stabilize the VO
measurement. The VO measurement is a stable measurement and can be used by itself to
assist in spacecraft navigation, as shown in [11]. The LRF measurement has been chosen as
a secondary sensor measurement, because the information provided by LRF provides scale
to supplement VO’s lack of scaling.
The last contribution of the paper is the demonstration of the developed extended
Kalman filter (EKF) on artificial lunar terrain. The Monte Carlo simulation has artificial
lunar terrain data in order to best simulate an actual landing. The lunar terrain data will
3
be used from the Kaguya (SELENE) mission and the data will be extracted from DARTS
Lunar and Planetary Science database [12]. The EKF will also account for the terrain




For convenience, the truth state vector will be partitioned into two groups, the lunar lander





The lunar lander states are the position (ris), velocity (v
i
s), and attitude of the space-
craft (qbi). Note, the attitude of the spacecraft will be stored as a right-handed quaternion
with the scalar variable set in the first position [14]. It is also important to define the
conversion from small angles to a right-handed quaternion. The equation to transfer a 3x1






where εerr is the 3x1 small angle vector.
The superscript on the position and velocity variables notes which frame the state will
be stored in. Here i represents the inertial frame and b represents the body frame. The
parameter state contains the star camera misalignments (εst), terrain camera misalignments
(εc), bias on the laser range finder (LRF) (blidar), bias on the gyro (bgyr), bias on the








where the subscript s denotes the position and velocity pertaining to the spacecraft
and qbi is the quaternion for the transformation from the inertial frame to the body frame.
This may seem unnecessary now, but this will help clarify the derivations when the position











2.1 Truth State Dynamics
The lander’s position and velocity dynamics will be modeled using the point mass







ris + athrust +wnongrav (2.6)
where µmoon is the gravitational parameter of the moon [15] andwnongrav is the random,
zero mean, Gaussian noise on the acceleration used to simulate the solar radiation pressure







= Qnongravδ(t− t′) (2.7)
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athrust is the thrust input determined by the guidance law. The guidance law used













r∗f − r (t)− V (t) tgo
]
(2.8)
where a∗Tfinal is the desired final thrust, tgo is the time left to touch down, V
∗
f is the
desired final velocity, V (t) is the current velocity, r∗f is the desired final position, and r (t) is
the current position. A computational law is beyond the scope of this paper, but references
on how to create one are shown here [19, 20]. The attitude of the lander is modeled using







where ωbi is the angular velocity of the lander and ⊗ is a non-Hamiltonian quaternion
multiplication operation as described in [14]. ωbi is a constant for the whole flight except





where T is the period of the initial elliptical orbit of the lander. This was chosen as
a simple means to keep the bore-sight of the the terrain camera and the LRF pointed at
the lunar terrain. When the guidance law is activated, the lander needs to maneuver, so
the thruster is pointing in the direction of thrust, determined by the guidance law. The
thruster was assumed to initially be pointed in the direction of the first burn. At every
consecutive burn the angle between the current direction of thrust from the guidance output
and the previous direction output was determined. The angle between the two burns was
7
then divided by the time interval of the guidance law, as shown in the equations below.
The thrust directions were plotted previous shown in figure 2.1 and shown to be in the xz
body plane, thus the angular momentum always remains in about the y-axis of the body
frame. A more involved solution to attitude control is beyond the scope of the project.
Fig. 2.1: Direction of the thrust output from the guidance law.
θthrust = cos







where sthrust (i) is the direction of thrust at the current time and i-1 is at the previous
guidance cycle and dtthrust is the time step of one guidance cycle.
The star camera misalignment, terrain camera misalignment, LRF bias, accelerometer
bias, and gyro bias are all modeled as exponentially correlated random variables (ECRV).























































































For the true terrain height an artificial terrain was generated using a one-dimensional,






where bterr is the altitude of the terrain, drdownrange is the downrange position, dterr is














The terrain altitude variance and the correlation distance are also functions of down-
range distance. The correlation distance was chosen to gradually increase as the lander
came closer to the landing site and the height variance was chosen to gradually decrease as
the lander approached it’s landing site. The rational is a mission will target a large smooth
area to land. The gradual change in terrain was modeled after the descent of the vehicle as
the lander would approach the ground as it became more smooth. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show
the change in the correlation distance and variance of the altitude as a function of down
range distance to the landing site.
To determine how much cross-track distance needed to be generated, the maximum
cross-track uncertainty was added to the tangent of the max misalignment error times the
altitude as shown in equation 2.25. The cross-track terrain was generated using equation
2.23 and the current downrange uncertainty parameters.
rx,track = ralttan (δθcam,y) (2.25)
Fig. 2.2: Plot of terrain bias PSD and terrain as a function of downrange.
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Fig. 2.3: Plot of terrain correlation distance as a function of downrange.
The artificially generated terrain using Figures 2.2 and 2.3 and equations 2.23 and 2.24
is shown in Figure 2.4.
The truth terrain bias was then determined by intersecting the lander’s LRFS’s bore-
site with the artificial terrain and using the terrain altitude above the nominal radius of the
moon at the point of intersection as the bias. To determine the intersection point of the
LRFS with the terrain surface, a method from [21] was used where the LRFS slant range
is incrementally increased by a set magnitude and checked to see if the current iteration
has intersected with the terrain. Once the current iteration has intersected the terrain, the
previous interation and current iteration are used to converge on the true intersection point.
To determine if the current iteration does intersect the terrain, the terrain points were
transformed into the camera frame and set relative to the spacecraft as shown in equation
2.26. The terrain points were then separated into four segments. If the terrain point was
in the positive x and y direction wrt to the end of the current LRFS magnitude, iteration
12
Fig. 2.4: Plot of artificial terrain as a function of downrange.
it was set in the ptpxpy segment. Where pxpy represented positive x positive y. The other
three segments were ptnxpy, ptpxny, and ptnxny for negative x positive y, positive x negative








The closest point in the xy-plane from each segment to the end of the current LFRS
iteration was used to create a plane. Using the equation for a plane,





where n is a unit vector normal to the plane, and xi0 and x
i are any two points on the
plane. n is defined as
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n =
V 1 × V 2
||V 1 × V 2||
(2.28)
where














and xi is another arbitrary point on the plane that will be defined as the point of
intersection.
The needed magnitude to intersect that plane is then determined by taking the equation
for a vector
xi = ρulzl (2.32)
where ulzl is the direction vector of the bore-site of the LRFS and ρ is the magnitude to






If ρ is less than the magnitude of the current LFRS iteration then the laser has inter-
sected the terrain and the method detailed in [21] can be used to converge on a solution.
2.2 Sensor Truth Models
The lunar lander is equipped with a strap-down inertial measurement unit (IMU)
consisting of a three-axis accelerometer and gyro parameterized by a bias error. The ac-
celerometer measurement is modeled as




+ ηaccel + baccel (2.34)








= Saccelδ(t− t′) (2.35)
The gyro provides noisy angular velocity measurements according to
ω̃b = ωb + bgyr + ηgyr (2.36)








= Sgyrδ(t− t′) (2.37)
The inertial measurements are augmented by multiple discrete measurements from
three sensors: a star camera, terrain camera, and a LRF. The star camera provides noisy
attitude measurements with camera misalignment errors. To get the star camera mea-
surement model the true quaternion from the body frame to the star camera needs to be
determined.
15
qstb = δqst (εst)⊗ q̄stb (2.38)
where q̄stb is the nominal change from the body frame to star camera frame and δqst (εst)
is the current misalignment of the star camera in a quaternion, modeled using small angle
approximation.
The star camera measurement model is





where δq (νst) is the noise on the star camera measurement, modeled as a quaternion










The visual odometry (VO) measurement will use the terrain camera to track oppor-
tunistic features across two successive frames. The terrain camera will provide noisy image
observations of the opportunistic features by the pixel location. From this, the lander’s
direction of motion can be determined as such




where 4ris is the change in the lander’s position from time k-1 to time k and νvo is the










Note, both the measurement and measurement covariance are functions of the tracked
feature’s pixel value. The details of how to compute the measurement and its covariance
are not trivial, but are detailed in [9] and [11]. This work is building off of these papers.
The LOSS measurement provides noisy image observations with a camera misalignment


















is defined as the position vector of the tracked feature















where rmf/i is the position of the feature w.r.t. the inertial frame in the moon fixed
coordinates. Note, to generate features on the surface of the moon in relation with the
lander’s terrain camera is not trivial. For this analysis a line sphere intersection method
was used as outlined in Appendix D.
The LRF measurement model is defined as
ρ̃ = ρ+ blidar + νlidar (2.46)
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where ρ is the true range from the LRF to the lunar terrain and νlidar is the LRF’s









When the spacecraft comes close enough to the moon’s surface, the surface can be
approximated as a plane and the intersection of the LRF with the moon’s surface can be
approximated as a line/plane intersection where the plane is defined in equation 2.27. The
line along the bore-sight of the LRF is expressed as a range extension of the LRF z axis,
ulzl, by the range distance ρ.

























ni · T ibT blulzl
(2.50)
This equation could be used as is, but to simplify it further, first use the point on the
plane that is directly under the vehicle as xi0. Then assuming the local terrain is relatively
flat, which allows the unit normal of the lander’s position to be equal to the unit normal of
the plane. Under these assumptions, the equation simplifies to
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xi0 =
rib/i∣∣∣∣∣∣rib/i∣∣∣∣∣∣ (r̄ + h) = uir (r̄ + h) (2.51)
where h is the current height of the terrain beneath the spacecraft and r̄ is the nominal
radius of the moon. The current terrain is determined by summing the current true terrain
bias with the current average height of the terrain. The true bias driving noise, correlation
distance, and average height were determined using the terrain table, shown in figures 2.2
and 2.3.
h = have + bterr (2.52)
If the terrain is relatively flat, the unit normal of the plane can be said to be approxi-









uir (r̄ + h)− ris
)
uir · T ibT blulzl
(2.54)
distributing the dot product
ρ =
uir · uir (r̄ + h)− uir · rib/i − u
i
r · T ibrbl/b













uir · T ibT blulzl
(2.56)










− (r̄ + h)






Following the same convention as the truth state, the navigation state vector will be






















The error state vector is similar to both the truth and navigation state except the
lander’s attitude is stored as a 3x1 vector instead of a quaternion, making it one dimension
smaller. The attitude of the lander can be tracked as small angle errors and thus is does






















3.2 Navigation State and Covariance Propagation
The navigation state propagation equations are consistent with the truth state, with
the exception of using the accelerometer and gyro for model replacement in the dynamics











ω̂bi ⊗ q̂bi (3.9)
where âthrust is the accelerometer measurement compensated with the current estimate
of the accelerometer bias and ω̂bi is the gyro measurement compensated with the current











i − b̂gyro (3.11)





where p is the state being propagated. The only exception to this equation is the
terrain bias, which uses a correlation distance. The terrain bias is modeled as an ECRV,
though a typical ECRV has a correlation time. The terrain altitude varies with respect to
distance. In order to convert from a correlation time, the correlation distance is divide by
the lateral velocity and the angular momentum of the lander multiplied by the slant range
of the LRFS sensor, as shown in equation 3.13. The LRFS sensor is the only measurement
that estimated the terrain bias, thus this conversion from distance correlation back to time
was determined to still be valid, as the faster the lateral velocity is the more lunar terrain
will be covered, which will be observed as a lower correlation time of the terrain. The
converse is also true, with a slower lateral velocity comes a higher observed correlation time
in the terrain. The motion of the LFRS measurement across the surface must also be taken








where v⊥ is the lateral velocity of the lander at the current time and ρ is the slant
range distance of the LRFS bore-sight to the ground.
Also, due to the large attitude rotations of the lander, when the guidance law is active,
a second terrain camera is needed. The second camera is set positive 90 degrees from the
first about the bodies y-axis. When the navigation system switched from the first camera
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to the second, the state estimate of the camera misalignment was set to zero, the covariance
of the camera misalignment was reset to the steady-state covariance, the off diagonals were
set to zero, and the misalignment of the truth state was reset using a normal distribution,
random value multiplied by one sigma of the steady-state covariance. This is done for the
LRFS bias also, as it is attached to the terrain camera.






where Φk is the STM that propagates the state from time k-1 to time k,
δxk = Φkδxk−1 +wk−1 (3.15)





















Φtk,τGww (τ) dτ (3.17)
To derive the equations for the STM and the process noise, one needs to start with the
propagation of the STM.
Φ̇k = F kΦk (3.18)
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where F k is defined as
F k =





If the difference between tk and tk−1 is small, integration of the STM can be approxi-
mated according to Lear’s method [24].
Φk ≈ I +
4t
2
(F k + F k−1) +
4t2
2
F kF k−1 (3.20)
where 4t = tk − tk−1.
In order to display the STM and F k clearly, both were partitioned in a similar manner






 F ll F lp
F pl F pp
 (3.22)






























F pl = 014x9 (3.26)
F lp =

03x3 03x3 03x1 03x3 03x3 03x1
03x3 03x3 03x1 −T̂
i
b 03x3 03x1





− 1τst I3x3 03x3 03x1 03x3 03x3 03x1
03x3 − 1τc I3x3 03x1 03x3 03x3 03x1
01x3 01x3 − 1τlidar 01x3 01x3 0
03x3 03x3 03x1 − 1τaccel I3x3 03x3 03x1
03x3 03x3 03x1 03x3 − 1τgyro I3x3 03x1
01x3 01x3 0 01x3 01x3 − 1τterr

(3.28)
The full derivation for Fk is shown in Appendix A.
To derive the STM start by using equation 3.20 and Fk. Φpp can be computed directly,







τsc I3x3 03x3 03x1 03x3 03x3 03x1
03x3 e
−4t
τc I3x3 03x1 03x3 03x3 03x1
01x3 01x3 e
− 4t
τlidar 01x3 01x3 0
03x3 03x3 03x1 e
− 4t
τaccel I3x3 03x3 03x1
03x3 03x3 03x1 03x3 e
− 4t
τgyro I3x3 03x1





Φpl = 014x9 (3.30)
Φlp =







03x3 03x3 03x1 Φv,ba Φv,bg 03x1


































































































The full derivation of the STM is shown in Appendix B. The process noise vector for














From the process noise vector a noise coupling matrix can be created.Gw is a 23x23
matrix of zeros except for
Gw (4 : 6, 1 : 3) = I3x3 (3.39)
Gw (4 : 23, 4 : 23) = I20x20 (3.40)
Using w (t) the process noise PSD matrix can be determined as shown below.
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where diag () is used to mean a zero matrix except for the diagonals which are occupied
with the corresponding vector.
The process noise matrix can then be determined using Q′ (t) and equation 3.16. The




4t are negligible. The
matrix is further simplified since the correlation times of the ECRV’s are much larger than
the propagation time. Note, the following matrices have also been partitioned in the same





















































































































































03x3 03x3 03x1 Qrba 03x3 03x1
03x3 03x3 03x1 Qvba Qvbg 03x1













































































Qst = qst4tI3x3 (3.56)
Qc = qc4tI3x3 (3.57)
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Qlidar = qlidar4t (3.58)
Qaccel,ss = qaccel,ss4tI3x3 (3.59)
Qgyro,ss = qgyro,ss4tI3x3 (3.60)
Qterr = qterr4t (3.61)
For the full derivation of the integrated process noise covariance, see Appendix C.
3.3 Navigation State and Covariance Update
The VO measurement is a change-in-state measurement, which means an adaption
from the conventional Kalman update equation is needed. Where the conventional Kalman
update equation is defined as found in [28]. The Kalman update is defined below in it’s
more general case to account for the change-in-state measurement.
The errors are estimated using
δx̂k = K
[
z̃k − ĥ (x̂k, tk)
]
(3.62)
where ĥ (x̂k, tk) is the nonlinear equations of the measurement model, K is the Kalman
gain, and z̃k is the linearized equations of the measurement model. δx̂k can be added to
the estimation state to correct it.
x̂+k = x̂
−
k + δx̂k (3.63)
This can be applied for all states except for the attitude states which is a quaternion.


































where Ĥ is the measurement sensitivity matrix, which is determined by linearizing




P̂ ĤT + C
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where wx is the vector of all process noise, which is defined in Appendix C and ν(·) is
the measurement noise of the current measurement (·).
Equation 3.65 is the modified Kalman update equation. This update equation is neces-
sary for change-in-state measurements, which means the measurement noise is correlated to
the process noise. Using the VO measurement as an example, s̃i from the VO measurement
model in equation 2.41, is dependent on both the state matrix at time k and k-1, thus when
determining the noise νvo, one cannot assume the noise is zero mean and uncorrelated. The
process noise from k-1 to k will effect the state at k and thus the measurement noise needs
to become correlated with the process noise. The Kalman update equations were derived
with this correlation being account for. The Kalman update equation is discussed and used
more in [11]. Note, the modified update equation simplifies to the conventional update
equation defined in [28] when there is no correlation between the measurment noise and




The measurement model for the star tracker, provides the lander’s attitude corrupted
by noise
q̃sti = δq (νst)⊗ qsti (3.68)
Next define the star tracker measurement as a function of the estimate of the attitude
q̃sti = δq (φst)⊗ q̂sti (3.69)
where φst is the rotation angles from the estimated attitude to the measurement atti-
tude. φst is assumed to be a small angle rotation. Substituting in equation 3.68 yields,
δq (νst)⊗ qsti = δq (φst)⊗ q̂sti (3.70)
solving for δq (φst)
δq (φst) = δq (νst)⊗ qsti ⊗ q̂st∗i (3.71)
where the ’*’ superscript on the quaternion denotes the conjugate of the quaternion.




b + δεst + νst (3.72)
For a detailed derivation of the star camera see [11]
For simplicity the linearized measurement model for the star tracker can be written as
φst = Hstδx+ νst (3.73)
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where Hst is a 3 by n vector, n being the number of error states, filled with zeros
except for
Hst (:, att) = T̂
st
b (3.74)
Hst (:, st) = I3x3 (3.75)
where att is the attitude errors index position in the error state and st is the star
tracker misalignment index position in the error state.








and the correlation matrix Cst is
Cst = 03xn (3.77)
3.3.2 Visual Odometry
Start the derivation for VO, with a noisy change in position direction of the vehicle in
the inertial frame






















The linearization of equation 3.78 is not trivial, but has been done in previous work













b +Hεcδεc + νvo (3.80)
where
Hr = −
1∣∣∣∣4r̂is∣∣∣∣ [ŝck×]2 T̂ ick (3.81)
Hθ = [ŝ








For simplicity equation 3.80 can be written as
δs̃ck = H linδxk + νlin (3.85)
where
H lin (:, pos) = −
1∣∣∣∣4r̂iks ∣∣∣∣ [ŝck×] [ŝck×] T̂ ci (3.86)
H lin (:, cam) = [ŝ
ck×] (3.87)
H lin (:, att) = [ŝ








k wk−1 + νvok (3.89)
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The measurement noise νlink is correlated with the apriori state errors (δxk) since they













































Linearizing the LOSS measurement model 2.43
δl̃ = H lossδr
c






 1/r̂z 0 −r̂x/r̂2z
0 1/r̂z −r̂y/r̂2z
 (3.95)
Now the linearized equation needs to be converted into terms of the navigation state.
To do this the LOSS position vector δrcloss needs to be linearized w.r.t. the navigation















Assuming the errors in the transformation matrix from the moon centered frame to the
inertial frame are negligible, T imr
m
f/i will be expressed in the inertial frame for convenience.













































































Subtracting out equation 3.99 from equation 3.98 and neglecting second and higher
order error terms










































The correlation matrix for the LOSS measurement is
Closs = 02xn (3.104)
3.3.4 Laser Range Finder
The pertubation of the LRF measurement 2.46 is expressed as
δρ̃ ≈ δρ+ δblidar + νlidar (3.105)
To facilitate the derivation δρ, define the true range as an implicit function of state





h (x) = uir · ril − r̄ − h (3.107)
g (x) = −T ibT blulzl · uir (3.108)
















The derivation of δh and δg as linear functions of state needs to be determined. To















k = ris (3.111)
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and
























































k̂ + δk = r̂is




Using equation 3.116 to cancel out k̂ yields
δk = δris (3.118)
The variation of equation 3.107 is therefore






δk − δh (3.119)
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where δr̄ = 0 because the nominal radius is known. Substituting in equations 3.110

























































Now derive δg (x) by letting








where transposing the error definition for T lb yields
T bl = T̂
b
l (I3x3 + [δεc×]) (3.122)
Expressing m in the form of the estimation and error yields








l (I3x3 + [δεc×])ulzl (3.123)
Cancel out m̂ using equation 3.121 and neglecting higher order terms






































































































































































































Thus the sensitivity matrix is





ur · r̂is − r̄ − h
(uz,l · ur) (uz,l · ur)
uTz,l∣∣∣∣r̂is∣∣∣∣ (I3x3 − uruTr ) (3.127)
Ĥ (:, lidar) = 1 (3.128)
Ĥ (:, cam) = −
(
ur · r̂is − r̄ − h
















Ĥ (:, att) = −
(
ur · r̂is − r̄ − h

























The correlation matrix for the LRF is





To calculate the orientation of the moon from its inertial frame to its fixed frame,
NASA’s Navigation and Ancillary Information Facility (NAIF) has provided a public infor-
mation data base known as SPICE. SPICE provides geometry and position information for
planets in our solar system. The only data needed for this mission is information on the
moon’s transition matrix from the inertial frame to the lunar centered lunar fixed frame.
In order to use SPICE, specific kernels need to be downloaded. Kernels are files con-
taining “low level”ancillary data. The kernels needed vary with the problem, so a table of
the kernels used for this specific problem, with a description of what they are used for, are




Contains data for the body-fixed lunar frame based on the Mean
Earth/Rotation Axis (ME)
moon assoc me.tf
This kernel directs the SPICE system to associate the lunar “Mean
Earth” reference frame to the moon.
naif0009.tls
This kernel determines and converts times. It is used to convert
from a set date to ephemeris time in seconds past J2000.
Table 4.1: List of parameters used for the NASA SPICE program
SPICE Parameter Value
Starting Date of Simulation Nov. 14, 2021, 18:00:00 MDT (ET: 690,206,468.43 sec)
Inertial Frame J2000
Moon Fixed Frame Mean Earth/Rotation Axis (ME)
Table 4.2: List of parameters used for the NASA SPICE program
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4.2 Setting Initial Covariance
When injecting the initial errors to the state vector, care must be taken to ensure
if there is any initial correlation in the covariance matrix, between states, that it is also
initialized. If there is correlation, that same correlation needs to be put into the initial
state errors. For this paper the only two states that start out with a correlation is the
position and velocity state. To calculate the correlation error between states, first define
the correlation in the covariance matrix.
P lvlhr,v =







































The initial covariance for actual missions would be determined through analysis, but
for this paper the initial covariance was determined by using errors around those used in
other papers [25] for the lander state and typical instrument specs for the sensor errors. The
initial covariance values are shown in table 4.6. The covariance matrix is initialized with
no correlation between states, which means the off diagonals are zero. The only exception
is the position and velocity, which are set with an initial correlation of -0.9.
Where ρrv is the correlation coefficient, σr is the one sigma error in the downrange
direction, σc is the one sigma error in the cross-track direction, σa is the one sigma in the
altitude direction, and σ·v is the velocity one sigma error in the ’·’ direction, where ’·’ is
r, c, or a. Once the correlated covariance is calculated, the covariance matrix needs to be
converted into the inertial frame and added to the initial covariance matrix of the state.
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Once the covariance matrix is determined the correlation between the two states can
be found by using Cholesky factorization.
 δris
δvis
 = L ∗ randn(rv)x1 (4.3)
where rv is the length of the correlated states. In this example position and velocity
are 3x1 vectors, so rv is a 6x1.
4.3 General Parameters
The simulation has a number of general simulation parameters. To help organize them
all, the parameters are separated into three tables, the initial conditions of the simulation
(shown in table 4.3), the gravity parameters (shown in table 4.4), and the camera parameters
(shown in table 4.5). The initial position and velocity of the spacecraft were chosen, so the
spacecraft would have an elliptical orbit that would traverse both latitudes and longitudes.
The initial orientation was to allow the bore site of the terrain camera to be pointed at the
moon’s surface.
The chosen landing site, direction of motion at landing, acceleration at landing are
all needed for the guidance law (equation 2.8). The landing site was chosen to be ap-
proximately under the point of periapsis for the nominal orbit. The direction of motion

























The key to the direction of motion is to ensure the spacecraft’s velocity is predominately
in the down direction. If the lateral velocities of the lander are too high, it could tip over.
The acceleration at landing was chosen to help fulfil the end velocity constraint of having
the velocity predominately in the down direction. The correlation between position and
velocity was chosen as this is the approximate correlation that is observed in spacecrafts
when in a coasting orbit [25].
Initial Conditions X Axis Y Axis Z Axis Units
Position in Inertial Coordinates 1,571 -190 -933 km
Velocity in Inertial Coordinates -0.514 -1.415 -0.577 km/s
Rotation in Euler XYZ Sequence 180.0 0.0 0.0 deg
Landing Site -1,478 185 894 km
Acceleration at Landing in LVLH 0.0 0.0 1.62 m/s2
Table 4.3: List of the initial conditions for the Monte Carlo simulation. LVLH is local
vertical local horizontal
The gravitational constant and the nominal radius of the moon are taken from Or-
bital Mechanics for Engineering Applications [15]. The non-gravitational process noise was
determined using a similar value to the parameter used in [25].
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Gravity Parameters Value Unit
Gravitational Constant (µmoon) 4,902.80 km
3/s2
Nominal Radius 1,737.4 km
3σ Non-Gravitational Process Noise 4.80e-7 m2/s3
Table 4.4: List of Gravitational Parameters
The parameters for the terrain camera’s lens were taken from [11].
Camera Parameters Value Unit
Detector Skewness 0.0 unitless
Camera Focal Length 19.0 mm
Pixel Pitch 7.0 microns
Horizontal Resolution 2500 pixel
Vertical Resolution 2500 pixel
Table 4.5: List of terrain camera parameters
4.4 Navigation Parameters
The variables in table 4.6 specifies the initial uncertainties for each of the states at the
start of the simulation. The same values were used to initialize the truth state errors as
well as the filters initial covariance.
Initial Uncertainties Value Units
3σ Lander Position Uncertainty 100 x, 100 y, 500 z m
3σ Lander Velocity Uncertainty 1 x, 1 y, 1 z m/s
3σ Lander Orientation Uncertainty 5e-4 x, 5e-4 y, 5e-4 z rad
3σ Star Camera Misalignment Uncertainty 20 x, 20 y, 20 z arcsec
3σ Terrain Camera Misalignment Uncertainty 20 x, 20 y, 20 z arcsec
3σ LRF Bias Uncertainty 0.03 m
3σ Accelerometer Bias Uncertainty 0.3 x, 0.3 y, 0.3 z mg
3σ Gyro Bias Uncertainty 1.0 x, 1.0 y, 1.0 z deg/hr
3σ Terrain Height Bias Uncertainty 1.2656 km
Table 4.6: List of the initial conditions for the Monte Carlo simulation. LVLH is local
vertical local horizontal
Table 4.7 shows the error parameters for the star camera, terrain camera, LRF, and
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LOSS. The error parameters consist of the zeros mean Gaussian sensor noise, the PSD of
the steady state ECRV errors, the correlation time for the ECRV’s and the sample rate.






where T is the period of the initial orbit.
This model for the time correlation was used as sensors’ accuracy are most sensitive
to temperature changes. Modeling the time correlation as half an orbit will account for the
change in temperature of the lander’s sensors as the lander passes from the sun side of the
moon to the dark side of the moon. The LRF’s time correlation was set to 600 seconds.
Discrete Sensor Parameters Value Units
Star Camera Sample Rate 2.0 x, 0.0 y, 0.0 z sec
3σ Star Camera Measurement Noise 1.5 x, 1.5 y, 9.0 z arcsec
Star Camera Correlation Time 3,411.84 sec
3σ Steady State Star/Terrain Camera Misalignment 20 x, 20 y, 20 z arcsec/axis
3σ Terrain Camera Measurement Noise 3.0 x, 3.0 y pixel
Terrain Camera Sample Rate (VO) 1.0 sec
3σ LOSS Landmark Location Error 100 x, 100 y m
LRF Sample Rate 10.0 sec
3σ LRF Measurement Noise 0.01 m
3σ Steady State LRF Bias 0.03 m
LRF Correlation Time 600 sec
LOSS Sample Rate 10.0 sec
Table 4.7: List of the discrete sensor measurement parameters
Table 4.8 shows the error parameters for the IMU/accelerometer and gyro. The error
parameters are the zero mean Gaussian sensor noise, the PSD of the steady state ECRV
errors, and the correlation time for the ECRV’s. There is no sample rate as the IMU is a
continuous measurement.
Table 4.9 shows the filter’s conservative estimate of the terrain bias steady state PSD,
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IMU Parameters Value Unit
3σ Accelerometer Random Walk 0.06 m/s/
√
hr
3σ Accelerometer Bias 0.3 mg
Accelerometer Correlation Time 3411.84 sec
3σ Gyro Random Walk 0.05 deg/
√
hr
3σ Gyro Bias 5.0 deg/hr
Gyro Correlation Time 3411.84 sec
Table 4.8: List of Inertial Measuring Unit (IMU) Parameters
modeled as an ECRV and the correlation distance of the terrain. They terrain parameters
are not the true terrain parameters, which are constantly changing. Table 4.9 also contains
the guidance law turn on time and the time span between when the guidance law updates
it’s command. The turn on time is set as a time until landing. Once the time until landing
is less than or equal to the guidance turn on time, the guidance law is activated. The
simulation was set with a run time of 3411.84 seconds, approximately half of the initial
orbital period.
Terrain Errors and Guidance Law Value Unit
3σ Steady State Terrain Bias 2.0 km
Correlation Distance 5,000.0 km
Guidance Law Update Rate 1.0 sec
Guidance Law Turn On Time (To Touchdown) 180.0 sec






To ensure accurate results a set of 50 Monte Carlo runs were compiled. The 50 Monte
Carlo runs used the parameters described in Chapter 6 with a laser range finder (LRF) turn
on halfway through the simulation. The measurement schedule, which shows the sensors
used for this analysis and when they were active is shown in figure 5.1. The results of the
validation analysis are shown in figures 5.2 to 5.10. Figure 5.11 shows the trajectory, the
artificial terrain and the nominal radius.
Note, the terrain bias errors for all the runs stay close to constant before the LRFS
estimates the terrain. This is due to the fact that the true terrain doesn’t change from one
run to another and the estimate will remain at zero. Once the bias is estimated the errors
remain well within the 3σ bounds. This is due to the fact that the uncertainty parameters
at the end of the trajectory are small, but the filter is still using the large conservative
values. The small correlation distance is what is bringing the 3sigma bounds back up to
their steady-state values so fast. The bounds do curve down at the end of the trajectory
as the velocity of the lander slows, thus causing the correlation time to increase as it is
inversely related to the lateral velocity.
Fig. 5.1: Sensor schedule for the 50 monte carlo validation analysis.
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Fig. 5.2: Position errors of the 50 Monte Carlo runs to validate the simulation.
Fig. 5.3: Velocity errors of the 50 Monte Carlo runs to validate the simulation.
Fig. 5.4: Lander attitude errors of the 50 Monte Carlo runs to validate the simulation.
Fig. 5.5: Star tracker misalignment errors of the 50 Monte Carlo runs to validate the
simulation.
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Fig. 5.6: Terrain camera misalignment errors of the 50 Monte Carlo runs to validate the
simulation.
Fig. 5.7: LRF bias error of the 50 Monte Carlo runs to validate the simulation.
Fig. 5.8: Accelerometer bias errors of the 50 Monte Carlo runs to validate the simulation.
The accelerometer bias is only estimated when the lander is in power descent, because
this is the only time the filter listens to the accelerometer.
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Fig. 5.9: Gyro bias errors of the 50 Monte Carlo runs to validate the simulation.
Fig. 5.10: Terrain bias error of the 50 Monte Carlo runs to validate the simulation.
Fig. 5.11: Display of the trajectory, with the simulation terrain and nominal radius.
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To check the measurements, a single Monte Carlo run was performed to track the sensor
residuals. Figures 5.12 to 5.15 show the residuals of all the measurements that will be used
in this study. For the LRFS measurement, the filter is very conservative. This is due to the
conservative terrain bias parameters. A Monte Carlo run with the LRFS on at the start of
the simulation is shown side-by-side with the nominal plot to show when the actual terrain
variation is closer to that of the filter parameters, the LRFS residuals match more closely
the 3 σ value.
All three measurements have a large and sudden increase in error near the end of
the simulation. This is due to a switch in cameras and a reset in the uncertainty of the
camera/LRFS misalignment. To show the correspondence and plot of the angle of incidence
is shown in figure 5.16, where the incident angle is the angle from the slant range to the
local vertical.
Fig. 5.12: Star camera residual plots.
Fig. 5.13: VO residual plots.
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Fig. 5.14: Lidar measurement residual plots.
Fig. 5.15: LOSS residual plots.
Fig. 5.16: Incident angle of the LRFS with the local terrain.
5.2 Laser Range Finder vs No Laser Range Finder
The first analysis ran was a straight comparison of the same nominal trajectory once
with no LRF active and the other with LRF running the whole time. A plot of the sensor
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schedule for the analysis with no LRF is shown in figure 5.17 and the sensor schedule for the
LRF running the whole time is shown in figure 5.18. The results are shown in figure 5.19.
From the results, adding a LRF gives greater certainty in the downrange direction and the
altitude direction. The LRF also provides stronger above ground level (AGL) information
at the current point of intersection between the LRF and the terrain. Though as the lander
moves forward, the uncertainty in the terrain increases, resulting in an increase in the AGL
uncertainty. There is not much information given in the cross-track direction. The LRF
sensitivity matrix gives information in the LRF’s axial z direction and the lander’s position.
Neither of these vectors have a significant variation in the cross-track direction, causing the
LRF to receive little information in the cross-track direction.
Fig. 5.17: Sensor schedule for monte carlo analysis with no LRF.
Fig. 5.18: Sensor schedule for monte carlo analysis with LRF on from the start of simulation
to touchdown.
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Fig. 5.19: Position and velocity uncertainties of the lander for two Monte Carlos runs, one
with no LRF and another with LRF running the whole trajectory.
For all results the altitude position errors are defined as the altitude error above the
terrain, not an inertial altitude error. The altitude velocity errors are inertial errors. A key
takeaway from these plots is the potential to use VO and LRF to decrease the lateral velocity,
using VO, in vertical descent and to decrease the AGL uncertainties, using the LRF. This
provides the ability to minimize the chance of tipping over due to the low uncertainty in the
lateral velocity and it minimizes the chance of a hard landing due to the low uncertainty in
AGL. All of this is accomplished without the use of map.
Figure 5.20 shows a similar plot with the addition of a Monte Carlo run done with
the LOSS measurement and star tracker only, as shown in figure 5.21. A plot of the sensor
schedule for the LOSS analysis is shown in figure 5.21. The LOSS measurement, brings
down the position errors to levels VO cannot, but the VO and LRFS can obtain better
performance in the cross-track and altitude velocity channels. A more efficient use would
be to use a few LOSS measurements, aided with multiple VO and LRF measurements to
mitigate error growth. This is beyond this paper, which is just discussing the use and
validation of LRF coupled with the VO measurement.
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Fig. 5.20: Position and velocity uncertainties of the lander for three Monte Carlos runs, one
with no LRF, another with LRF running, and one with only LOSS.
Fig. 5.21: Sensor schedule for monte carlo analysis with only LOSS and star track.
5.3 Lidar On/Off Scheduling
The next analysis contrasted the position and velocity uncertainties at key points of
the simulation with different on/off scheduling for the LRF. Given the constraints of real
hardware, it is important that one decreases the amount of information the navigation
system needs to process.
The scheduling of LRF measurements is shown in table 5.1 and plots of all sensor
scheduling for each analysis is shown with each analysis results. The three turn off times
were set at landing, 10 seconds, and 30 seconds before landing. Ten seconds before landing
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was chosen, because as the lander approaches the lunar surface dust and debris will be
kicked up, potentially corrupting the measurements. 30 seconds was chosen to contrast the
typical turn off time of 10 seconds with a case in which LRF needed to be turned off earlier.
The turn on times are set as the start of the simulation, halfway through the simulation,
and 30 seconds before power descent initiation (PDI). Half of the simulation was chosen
arbitrarily as a point in time and 30 seconds before PDI was chosen as this is a key time to
really lock down the lander’s position and velocity estimation. PDI starts the guidance law,
which will determine how much and in what direction the thrust will be. If the information
going into the guidance law has a lot of uncertainty in it the output thrust could be incorrect
and damaging given what the true position and velocity are. For example, if there is a high
uncertainty in the altitude the filter will thinks it is really high, but in reality the lander is
close to the surface. Inputting the altitude estimation into the guidance law would result
in greater thrust in the downward direction and could potentially crash the lander.
To ensure the filter has a good estimation of the lander’s position and velocity before
the guidance law is turned on, the LRF is turned on 30 seconds before PDI. Turning the
LRF on 30 seconds before allows at least two LRF measurements before the guidance law
turns on.
Start and End Times of LRF Time to Touchdown (sec)
Turn On: Beginning of Simulation 3,411.8
Turn On: Halfway Through Simulation 1,705.9
Turn On: 30 Seconds Before PDI 210.0
Turn Off: 30 Seconds Before Touchdown 30
Turn Off: 10 Seconds Before Touchdown 10
Turn Off: At Touchdown 0
Table 5.1: Table of the time to touchdown for the start and times for the LRF.
The difference in the final uncertainty of the lander’s position and velocity is small
between the turn off time of touchdown, 10 seconds before touchdown, and 30 seconds
before touchdown. Except for the uncertainties in the altitude direction. The Lidar plays
an important role in maintaining low altitude errors. The difference cannot really be seen
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Fig. 5.22: Figure of sensor scheduling for LRF starting at the beginning of the simulation
and turning off at landing
Fig. 5.23: Monte Carlo run with LRF starting at the beginning of the simulation and turning
off at landing
Fig. 5.24: Figure of sensor scheduling for LRF starting at the beginning of the simulation
and turning off 10 seconds before landing
in the graphs, so tables 5.2 to 5.4 show the uncertainty values at touchdown.
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Fig. 5.25: Monte Carlo run with LRF starting at the beginning of the simulation and turning
off 10 seconds before landing
Fig. 5.26: Figure of sensor scheduling for LRF starting halfway through simulation and
turning off at landing
Turn On Time: Start of Simulation
Final Uncertainty Shut-off (0 sec) Shut-off (10 sec) Shut-off (30 sec)
Downrange Position (m) 285.2.0 285.3 285.4
Cross-Track Position (m) 69.62 69.62 69.62
Altitude Position (m) 158.2 442.4 1,135.0
Downrange Velocity (m/s) 0.1385 0.1389 0.1391
Cross-Track Velocity (m/s) 0.0143 0.0143 0.0143
Altitude Velocity (m/s) 0.0299 0.0299 0.0300
Table 5.2: Lander state uncertainties at touchdown for the three LRF ending cases with
the LRF starting at the beginning of simulation.
The contrast between the start times and the uncertainties at the start of PDI and touch-
down are more significant. Tables 5.5 and 5.6 show the uncertainty values at the start of
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Fig. 5.27: Monte Carlo run with LRF starting halfway through simulation and turning off
at landing
Fig. 5.28: Figure of sensor scheduling for LRF starting halfway through simulation and
turning off 10 seconds before landing
Turn On Time: Halfway Through Simulation
End Uncertainty Shut-off (0 sec) Shut-off (10 sec) Shut-off (30 sec)
Downrange Position (m) 307.0 307.4 307.4
Cross-Track Position (m) 70.24 70.25 70.25
Altitude Position (m) 159.2 443.3 1137.0
Downrange Velocity (m/s) 0.1451 0.1473 0.1469
Cross-Track Velocity (m/s) 0.0150 0.0152 0.0152
Altitude Velocity (m/s) 0.0313 0.0316 0.0316
Table 5.3: Lander state uncertainties at touchdown for the three LRF ending cases with
the LRF starting halfway through simulation.
PDI and touchdown.
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Fig. 5.29: Monte Carlo run with LRF starting halfway through simulation and turning off
10 seconds before landing
Fig. 5.30: Figure of sensor scheduling for LRF starting 30 seconds before power decent and
turning off at landing
Turn On Time: 30 Seconds Before PDI
End Uncertainty Shut-off (0 sec) Shut-off (10 sec) Shut-off (30 sec)
Downrange Position (m) 324.7 324.7 324.8
Cross-Track Position (m) 70.78 70.78 70.78
Altitude Position (m) 158.2 442.2 1134.0
Downrange Velocity (m/s) 0.1562 0.1564 0.1567
Cross-Track Velocity (m/s) 0.0160 0.0161 0.0161
Altitude Velocity (m/s) 0.0335 0.0336 0.0336
Table 5.4: Lander state uncertainties at touchdown for the three LRF ending cases with
the LRF starting at 30 seconds before PDI.
From the results there is a small increase in accuracy, at touchdown, when starting LRF
at the start of the simulation versus starting the simulation halfway through. There is a
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Fig. 5.31: Monte Carlo run with LRF starting 30 seconds before power decent and turning
off at landing
Fig. 5.32: Figure of sensor scheduling for LRF starting 30 seconds before power decent and
turning off 10 seconds before landing
Uncertainty at PDI
End Uncertainty On: Start of Sim On: 1/2 of Sim On: PDI
Downrange Position (m) 469.9 512.1 553.8
Cross-Track Position (m) 78.07 78.07 78.07
Altitude Position (m) 1,981.0 1,983.0 2,273.0
Downrange Velocity (m/s) 0.2527 0.2834 0.6399
Cross-Track Velocity (m/s) 0.2088 0.2088 0.2088
Altitude Velocity (m/s) 0.3444 0.3546 0.4820
Table 5.5: Lander state uncertainties at PDI for the three LRF starting cases and the LRF
turn off at 10 seconds before touchdown.
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Fig. 5.33: Monte Carlo run with LRF starting 30 seconds before power decent and turning
off 10 seconds before landing
Uncertainty at Touchdown
End Uncertainty On: Start of Sim On: 1/2 of Sim On: PDI
Downrange Position (m) 285.3 307.4 324.7
Cross-Track Position (m) 69.62 70.25 70.78
Altitude Position (m) 442.4 443.3 442.2
Downrange Velocity (m/s) 0.1389 0.1473 0.1564
Cross-Track Velocity (m/s) 0.0143 0.0152 0.0161
Altitude Velocity (m/s) 0.0299 0.0316 0.0336
Table 5.6: Lander state uncertainties at touchdown for the three LRF starting cases and
the LRF turn off at 10 seconds before touchdown.
dramatic decrease in accuracy from starting halfway through the simulation to starting 30
seconds before PDI. The navigation accuracy is thus more sensitive to the turn on time




With an increase in the need for reliable precision navigation and landing of spacecraft, 
new navigation solutions are needed. While terrain relative navigation (TRN) system are 
common, these exploit camera observations of known landmarks. These measurements 
require the flight electronics to correctly match features or markers of the observed terrain to 
an on-board database. These challenges can be avoided by using an opportunistic TRN 
measurement model, known here as Visual Odometry (VO), the VO measurement provides 
information, constraining the motion of the spacecraft to be in a certain direction. Using VO 
with laser range finder (LRF), provides a measurement of altitude above the terrain. Though, 
it was shown, VO cannot replace apriori measurements, it is able to constrain velocity 
direction and contain error growth. Using VO with LOSS, in hoping that this will reduce the 
frequency of needed LOSS measurements, is a potential future project.
This study created a monte carlo simulation of a lunar lander from de-orbit insertion 
(DOI) to power descent initiation (PDI) to touchdown, utilizing VO and LRF measure-
ments. For the simulation the lunar terrain was modeled as a non-stationary exponentially 
correlated random variable (ECRV). Also, a new line/plane intersection model of a LRF 
for the case of a non-stationary, but still locally planar, terrain model was validated. This 
model can also be used to incorporate the terrain uncertainty below the spacecraft using 
an exponentially correlated random variable (ECRV) model with a correlation distance.
The addition of LRF to the VO measurement does help bring down altitude errors 
mostly in the downrange and altitude directions, with a small impact on the cross-track 
direction. The end results of the filters estimation of the truth state is conservative with the 
constant values chosen for the correlation distance and terrain variance, which was expected 
as the parameters chosen were conservative for the terrain. To create a more accurate 
estimation, one could schedule the correlation distance and terrain variance as a function of 
down range distance in the filter for the mission.
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Lastly, this paper studied sensitivity of LRF turn on/turn off times. Turing on the Lidar
halfway through the simulation in contrast with at the beginning yield an increase in error
less than 3 percent. Turning on 30 seconds before PDI greatly increases errors at PDI
and touchdown. Turning Lidar off at touchdown, 10 seconds before touchdown, and 30
seconds before touchdown, showed a progressive increase in error. No change was seen in
the cross-track direction.
Future work could test the validity of the line/plane model on actual lunar terrain
from a DEM. This would bring in the fact that the terrain is no longer locally planar. This
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DERIVATION OF F MATRIX





















− εlidarτlidar + wlidar
−εaccelτaccel +waccel
−εgyroτgyro +wgyro
− bterrdterr/v⊥ + wterr

(A.2)
Starting with the derivation of the dynamics of the position, which is only a function
of velocity, yields






Expanding the dynamics of the velocity equation by substituting the corrected ac-
celerometer measurement using equation 2.34 and solving for athrust +wnongrav, yields














)3/2 r̂is + T ib (ãb − baccel)− T ibηaccel (A.5)

































= T ib (A.9)




δris + δh− T ibηa (A.10)
The first term is straightforwardly defined as
∂g
∂ris






The variation in h requires perturbation techniques, where the perturbations are de-
fined as



















The perturbation of h is defined as
h = ĥ+ δh (A.15)
where





Substitution into A.8 yields






ãb − b̂a − δba
)
(A.17)
Subtraction of the nominal and discarding of higher-order terms yields






− T̂ ibδba (A.18)
Isolating all error terms to the right yields the final form of the perturbation in h






δθb − T̂ ibδba (A.19)
Expanding the final term about the estimated quantities yields


















≈ T̂ ibηa (A.20)
Substitution into A.10 yields the final form of the velocity perturbation dynamics
δv̇is = −
{










− T̂ ibδba (A.23)
− T̂ ibηa (A.24)
and the corresponding element in the matrix F are
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= −T̂ ib (A.27)
Taking the partial of q̇ib is only a function of the attitude and gyro bias and has been































The derivation of the dynamics of the ECRV are all only functions of themselves and
yield



















































DERIVATION OF THE STATE TRANSITION MATRIX
Using Lear’s method to determine the State transition matrix (STM)
Φk = Φk ≈ I +
4t
2









The dynamics of the ECRV’s are linear and can be solved directly without using equa-



































When using equation B.1 the full Fk matrix needs to be used, but the lower right
section of the results will be ignored as it has already been solved for directly. The other


























































where F v,rk−1 and F
vθ
k−1 are defined in equations 3.24 and 3.25.
factor out the identity matrix and using equations 3.37 and 3.36 yields











































































































03x3 03x3 03x1 Φvba Φvbg 03x1
03x3 03x3 03x1 03x3 Φθbg 03x1
 (B.10)
Φpl = 014x9 (B.11)
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APPENDIX C
PROCESS NOISE MATRIX DERIVATION




Φ (tk, τ) GQ (τ) G
TΦTk dτ (C.1)
where the process noise vector and noise matrix are defined in equation 3.38 and equation
3.41. The coupling matrix Gw is defined in equations 3.39 and 3.40.
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qgyro,ηI3x3 + qgyro,ss4t2dτ (C.33)
integrating

































































































































































































The line sphere intersection point can be determined using s
ik−1
x as the normalized
direction of the line, c as the origin of the sphere, and rsphere as the radius of the sphere.











(o− c)T (o− c)− r2sphere
]
(D.1)
where o is the origin of the line. tintersect is a conditional term. Based on the value of
tintersect the method of determining the intersection changes. If tintersect is less than zero,
there is no intersection. If tintersect is equal to zero it means the line only intersects the
sphere at a single point, which can be determined by
rintersect = r
ik−1

















If tintersect is greater than zero there are two intersections and the closer of the two in-
tersections to the line origin is the intersection of interest. Determining the two intersection




























f,n = o+min (d) s
ik−1
x (D.5)
